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Whenever a girl eats the proper food, at the right time, incredible things eventually her performance
and her health. I have been a huge fan of Joshua Eldridge's podcasts (as are my daughters), so
the minute I heard this reserve was coming out, I knew I had to have it! Check out these reviews by
parents which are working hard to provide the best diet for their daughters. We think they give you
everything you want to learn about Because She's WORTHWHILE: Full disclosure: I am a mom (and
a healthcare professional) who thought it will be an difficult feat to obtain my girl to create healthier
meal choices. It's a must-read, not only gymnast parents, but all sports athletes! After reading this
publication I recognize I am wrong. Excellent info in a concise, easy to read book with tips to put
into action making changes. After reading this WITH my girl, we are 3 days into our healthier eating
plan (following the 1 week food tracking exercise) and I am thrilled with the outcomes so far! We are
making small adjustments for the better and she is actually available to the suggestions because of
the education and tips in this reserve... As a doctor and mom of a competitive gymnast I
recommend this book to a person with a daughter. Thanks to the information in Because She's
Worth It, we have been taking small steps to a healthier lifestyle and cannot wait to reap the
benefits of our nutritional options!especially if she actually is an athlete! Amanda G I haven't stumbled
upon a more comprehensive book detailing how to feed my little gymnasts. Cotter Because She's
WORTHWHILE: A Nutritional Guidebook for Parents with Daughters helps parents and daughters
build lifelong skills that your family will pass on for generations. I honestly believed she'd "burn off the
junk" with her hours of practice. S. As a mother, we want the greatest for our kids, and when it
involves fueling our little sportsmen, this book can be an incredible resource!
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 Any applying for grants this? What we do have in common is a strict prohibition of snack at
college( many thanks, Dr Josh for the letter sample!), that i found oppressive when my girl was six
to eight 8 y. As a mother, we wish the best for our kids, and when it comes to fueling our little
sportsmen, this book is an incredible resource! This definitely needs to be transformed.This book is
another dialogue with the parents, built-in a friendly and informative , appealing manner without
preaching or threatening the reader.A discovery for me personally was the calorie intake chart. Full
disclosure: I am a mother (and a healthcare professional) who thought it might be an impossible feat
to get my gymnast to make healthier meal choices. It is more than my triathlete hubby eats, and
physically 5 eggs, 4 to five slices of breads and a pizza will not match my 26- kilo dauhter who
methods 20 hours weekly. An extremely comprehensive guide We have known for quite a while
that nutrition was vital that you my daughter's training so I have spent countless hours researching
the topic. There is one guy in her fitness center, the olympian Frank Rijken, 19 who frequently takes
protein coctails at the practice , others don't. Excellent info in a concise, easy to read book with tips
to put into action making changes. As long as they be taken if the calorie count isn't high
enough?I've correlated my daughter's diet with your street map for a 12 months already, and trust
every stage of it. If not fed timely, the lady starts craving for sweets, taking Nutella from a jar with
hands in a Winnie- the - Pooh way and gets moody.We also manged to stay the muscle loss with
just feeding her more intensely..I believe, the book is a success and an extremely useful reference
for " fitness center" parents. Specifically because we are loaded with "obese" propaganda and
mythological diet plans. I see lately great changes in fitness center policies regarding consuming and
drinking during the practice, let it help the future gymnastics training life . She really is worthwhile!
How did you estimate the sample 4200 kKal consumption each day ( as in example with Ali)?. After
scanning this book I realize I am wrong. What is the general attitude to Protifar and Pediasure
mixes? After reading this WITH my girl, we are 3 times into our healthier eating plan (following the a
week food tracking exercise) and I am thrilled with the outcomes so far! We have been making
small changes for the better and she is actually available to the suggestions thanks to the education
and tips in this book. Thanks to the info in Because She's Worth It, we are taking small methods to
a healthier life-style and cannot wait to reap the benefits of our nutritional choices! As a healthcare
professional and mom of a competitive gymnast I highly recommend this book to a person with a
daughter... Very informative read Very informative and good details. I used to stability her diet by
proteins intake, but the calories stay much below the 3000 benchmark as she eats smaller
amounts of everything and never askes for second. It's great to will have a thorough guide that
covers this issue. I think all parents should browse this book. Gyms also needs to pick this up. It has
changed just how we consume and the meals my child consumes. It's amazing and incredibly
helpful information!I will mention though that doing this will take more time and preparation. For
parents who already eat and feed their gymnast as an athlete this is all old basic info. As the
mother of a young competitive gymnast, I . Once your child hits 12, I believe they could take on a
few of the responsibility and should for that matter, but until then, in a pinch, what exactly are some
good choices for meals and snack foods?the book is a success and an extremely useful reference
for " gym" parents I am not sure that a review from European countries is any worthy, once we
cook here and eat fish, and kids are used to a different type of food. She is worth it! Finally,
someone has the capacity to give me some research-based answers on how best to feed our little
gymnasts. we want the very best for our children I haven't come across a more comprehensive
book detailing how to feed my small gymnasts. I first heard a podcast on the subject, which led me
to the purchase of this book. As the mother of 3, including one high-level gymnast, meals and
snacks have always been a challenge. As the mother of a young competitive gymnast, I came



across this book really informative and engaging. Just as her trainer requires conditioning for
security, I support her with a commitment to her health and safety in the home via good
nourishment. I am so excited to see the development of my gymnast's features and mental clarity
as I change the way she eats.o. I have been a huge enthusiast of Joshua Eldridge's podcasts (as
are my daughters), therefore the minute I heard this book was developing, I knew I had to have it!
It's a must-read, not only gymnast parents, but all sports athletes! Great resource for fitness center
parents I have been looking for a reserve like this for years, but only found good sized books on
nourishment for athletes generally. The information in this book is great, is geared particularly
towards gymnasts, and isn't overwhelming. I really believe my daughter (today practicing many
hours weekly and coming off an injury) has the choice to either do that intense sport completely or
never. This book not only addresses the nutrition, but it addresses well-becoming of the whole-child.
Five Stars Great info and reminders to keep my girl at her best. Therefore, it could be great to have
additional information on fast alternatives. I honestly believed she would "burn off the junk" with her
hours of practice. And it can remember to create new behaviors , exactly as the book says. Now I
can help my girl create goals on her behalf sport, her education, and her nutrition. The information
and advice is offered in a practical and non-preachy way. It re-enforced some items I already knew
and do and I also learned a lot of things regarding the nutritional requirements of a young girl
(particularly a young athlete) and the significance of not only what they eat however the timing of
the items they eat throughout their day. I will definitely put into place the tips in this book. Solid
resource Joshua Eldridge clearly explains not only the significance of good diet for gymnasts but
also the how exactly to for parents to properly costs their sports athletes.. I cannot tell you a variety
of times that my daughter has participated in team travel events only to find out that they were
eating chicken fingers and fries every night. Should be part of every team parent packet. I greatly
appreciate the help this reserve presents because understanding what she requirements has been
daunting.especially if she actually is an athlete!! Whole foods are key for optimal health! I love the
nutrition information in this book As a former collegiate gymnast, a mom of two level 10 gymnasts
and a coach.. Great ideas and a good resource..I love the nutrition information in this book!
Consistent with good nutrition suggestions I am already acquainted with. It explains what your body
of a gymnast needs, why your body needs it so when the body needs it! I wish this book have
been around when I 1st started my research on the topic.! Thanks for the info Great information,
really helps me think of how to address eating habits and planning my gymnasts better. Thanks a
lot for the tips Fabulous resource!! A great resource to have close at hand! Easy to read and well
written. I would recommend this book to anyone with a daughter taking part in any sport with
rigorous exercises and games/meets. Good info for starting the athlete journey. For any parent
who's starting out on learning diet for an athlete such as a gymnast that is defiantly a must. I
imagine it globe be hard for parents who work regular . Reconfirmes, but nothing brand-new.
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